
 

Magic on Tap (4 DVD Set) by Denis Behr - DVD

You will learn great card magic from this master!

DENIS BEHR has been lauded as one of the finest sleight-of-hand artists in the
world. This is your first and only opportunity to witness his brilliance live and on
video.

Filmed in the prestigious Krist and Münch Theater in Munich, you'll see Denis
perform a show in English for the packed 80-seat theater. Then you'll see him
perform an informal close-up show at the Beer and Oktoberfest Museum.

Behr's card material is astounding; it's a mixture of sleight-of-hand, mathematics,
memorized deck work, and more. Whether you are advanced or new to the art of
magic, there is much here for everyone to enjoy. His books, Handcrafted Card
Magic 1 & 2, were universally acclaimed, and this is your chance to see the best
of that material in action. You will also learn new and unpublished material,
released for Magic on Tap for the very first time.

17 routines
Close-up and parlour
6 hours of incredible card magic
See Denis's FULL theatre show, performed for a real audience
Material for all skill sets

Running time: 5 hours 46 minutes

"The first time I saw Denis I got fooled... the second time I was fooled again. After
the fourth or fifth time I begged him to do a DVD and damn, did he deliver."
- Chris Kenner

"In Denis Behr's live shows, he's smart, funny, skillful, and very tall. On the Magic
on Tap performances, you get everything but the tall part. Instead, you also get
clear explanations of his großartig card tricks."
- Max Maven

"Denis is a good friend, so you might say I am biased. And I absolutely am: I very
much enjoy intelligent, artful, funny and original card magic. And that's why I love
these DVDs. Just watch them - I bet you will be biased, too!"
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- Pit Hartling

"If you like clever card magic, you'll love Denis Behr's latest project Magic on
Tap: get ready for sophisticated pasteboard prestidigitation, and a full mass of
beer, too!"
- Roberto Giobbi

"This set of DVDs offers excellent performances, followed by detailed
explanations, packed in a superb production. But even better, it gives us an
opportunity to see how the brilliant mind of Denis Behr works."
- Asi Wind
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